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KENWCKY—Partly cloudy
snd milder today; colder in
sentrai and west portions tonight. Wednesday considerable cloudiness and colder.
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United Press

YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

DIYILBISS IS
PROMOTED TO
NEW POSITION

!BURLEY MARKETS
CLOSE TODAY,
OPEN JAN. 10

R M. Lamb, General Manager of
-the Murray Mfg. Co.. announces
the promotion of D. L. Divelbias to
the new position of chief engineer,
which places him in full charge of
all branches of our local plant engineering.
"With the promotion of Mr.
Divelbiss. our company is assuming
the responsibility of all engineering
functions which is being transferred
from Mansfield to Murray," he
said
"In this new position. Mr. Divelbias will be directing all phases of
our operation in product design.
product development, operation
tooling in the nature of dies, jigs,
fixtures and machinery, design of
plant buildings and building improvements, plant layout and all
engineering connected with production materials and processing.
"Mr. Divelbiss, with over 25 years
of diversified engineering and
management background and experience. is particularily well qualified for this promotion. We are indeed fortunate and grateful to
heve him as a member of our top
management staff."
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Murray, Kentucky, Tuesday Afternoon, Dec. 21, 1948

ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOZikYARDS Livestock:
Hogs 12,100. salable 11,500, uneven. barrows and gilts 25 to 50c
lower than Monday's average. Sows
thatttlY $1 lower. Bulk of good and
choice 130 to 220 lbs 21.50 .to 22
practical top 22, mostly for weights
under 200 lbs. Few 160 lbs down
up to 22.25; 230 to 270 lbs 20 25 to
212!. 270 to 300 lbs 19 25 to 2025;.
5VC, 400 lbs down 17 to 18.25; over
400 lbs 15.50 to 16 50 stags 12.50 to
15
Cattle 4.400, salable 4.000. Calves
1.500, all salable About 38 loads of
steers on sale, mostly medium to
good in flesh. Approximately 30 per
cent of receipts cows. Little done
on steers early A few good steers
•la rteady, at 26; heifers and mixed
yearlings opened fully steady to
strong and active. Goad heifer:and mixed yearlings 24 to 26.50.
some medium kinds in good graiee
2850: common and medium 19 to
cows active and fully 50c higher
than Monday. Common and medium
1750 to 19: a few good 20 and up.
Canners and cutters 14 to 17 50:
bulls fully steady. Medium to good
bulls 18.50 to 22; cutter and common 16 to 19; vealers 50 to $1 higher. Good and choice 2'T to 37; CUTmon and medium 19 to 26.
Sheep 3,500, al! salable. Receipts
mostly trucked in fed wooled lambs.
One load yearling wethers Market
not established.

03:

Pfc. alilbarn Wrye
The betty of Private First Class
Milburn R.. Wrye will urive in
Murray tomorrow at 1:04 p. m. and
will be taken to the home of his
parents Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Wrye
of Five Points.
He was killed in action on Saipan on July 12 1944.
Surviving are his parents, three
sisters, Mrs. Mocla Minton of Cincinnati, Misses Berlene and Barbara Wrye of Murray, and one brother Pat Wrye of Mt. Carmel, Ill.
He attended the Pottertown and
McCuieton schools. Prior to his
induction Pfc. Wrye was a merchant in Pottertown.
The funeral will be held at the
Poplar Springs Baptist Church
Thursday at 1:00 p. m. with By,
Lloyd Wilson and A. R. Harris of-

ficiating

Burial will be in the Barnett
cemetery.

Haymarket Area
Still Under
Investigation
LOUISVILLE — The Jefferson
county grand jury, which has been
investigating conditions in the Haymarket area of Louisville will remain in session until December 31.
The jury originally had been
scheduled to adjourn tomorrow.
Criminal court judge Loraine
Mix appeared before the jury yesterday, and angrily denounced a
Louisville Courier-Journal editorial as "colored and untruthful."
The morning daily had charged
editorially that Judge Mix sometimes obliged ramblers' lawyers,
apparently referring to postponements of cases.
Judge Mix postponed adjournment of the jury, to give more time
for investigation of the Haymarket
area, which the jury already has
said is an unsafe district, day or
night.
I

Overbey Is Advised st.q,47717g.stc°
Rural Road Program Meeting

Louisville--Burley tobacco markets close at the end of sales today
for the Christmas holidays, and will
reopen on January 10th.
The state department of agriculture reports that the average staged
a rally yesterday, as hal been customary on the first selling day of
each week.
The average was $47.49 per hundred pounds, the highest since Monday one week ago.
Sales yesterday also were the
eL
highest in two weeks, totaling 17,763,266 pounds. The increased sale
were the result of the selling day
being lengthened from three to
four and one-half hours in anticipatien of the Christmas holidays.
Today's auctions also will last four
and one-half hours.
The auctions yesterday brought
Kentucky growers $8,364,976.
The higher averages wxre general through the state. Twenty of the
25 markets sold at higher levels
yesterday than Friday.
Sharpest increase was $5.21 per
hundred pounds at Carrollton, one
of the four largest markets. Covington reported its average ruse $5.02,
but the increase was on a small
sale.

CHANGE IN TIME
OF FREE SHOW
IS ANNOUNCED

Mercury Due
For Fall As
Snow Predicted

OUTDOES MARY'S LAMB—Alonzo Burnham's pup has a
knowing look during a sixth-gratis class in Nott Terrace
elementary school, Schenectady, N. Y. He insisted on learning the -Three Arfs." Left at home, he chewed the window
shades; tied in the yard, he barke4 continually and disturbed
the neighbors; let loose, he ran to the school and set up a
mournful howl outside his master's schoolroom. The teacher
•eluctantly granted the pup admission, and finds him a
model, and silent, pupil

IS THERE A SANTA CLAUS?

Toys Used To Be Playthings
But Now Are Educational
Time was when a toy was simply' designs can lega,eitithified with the tible. streamlined as a- 1949 real
a plaything for children. But thnigs latest in toy helicopters, station car, powered with a couple of
have changed, and experts now say • wagons, taxis, eleetronicslly con- flashlight batteries tucked under
e toy can be educational as well as trolled trains, pre-fabricated houses. the driver's seat. It sells for unamusing.
television sets, juke boxes, and der four dollars.
Now such things as erector sets dolls decked out in the new look.
For the boys of this age group
mad doll houses are instruments for
A chemistry set offers a make- are
these suggestions from the toy
fun and education all at the same belt( ye sample of uranium; there's
urea So you're a wise parent, says a boom in farm machinery toys; guidance council:
An erector set to make a ferris
the toy guidance couneil, if you and Junior can build a mechnical
remember this when selecting toys man who walks, powered by an whrel. costing around 20 dollars;
another to make a walking giant,
for the children this Christmas. The electric motor.
reuncil says that healthful play
More realism is reflected in Pinch costing around 50; an indoor or
habits are the' foundation for a things as dolls that coos when pat- outdoor horse- shot pitching set
welt-adjusted personality in later ted and screams when spanked; an- priced under two dollars: a set of
yeers.
other which cats caackers; still four midget auto racers, each eqToday we're going to talk about another that blows bubbles, has uipped • with a separate key so four
toys for children six to 12, an age washable hair, and coos when a children can race against each
other, priced under two dollars;
bracket during which educators pacifier is put in her mouth.
say children develop many individThere's 'more o lithe realistic a de luxe tool chest with 19 pieces,
ual aptitudes and preferences.
touch in the fire-fighting sets which to sell under six dollars; and a
The council says their playthings stores are selling for under five block-craft toy construction block
thould permit personal accomplish- dollars. As the doors are cranked set, from which over one hundred
ment. Craft sets and sports items, open, a fire alerm sounds. and two toys can Ire made. The. cost for this
puppets, magic sets and action fire trucks speed to the make-be- set is around three dollars.
For gifts six to 12. the toy guidgames are recommended for this lieve fire. The tiny pump and hose
age
attachments send miniature streams ance council recommendations inWilliam McDuffee, buyer for one of water against the card-board clude these:
of New York's big toy centers, say, flames.
A 12-key Baby Grand piano, sellgirls six to eight love sewing kits
For under five dollars you can ing from three to seven dollars, deand such, and both sexes appreciate get Junior a you-fly-it set, made to pending on size:
paints and crayons. For this group be clamped on a table or chair seat.
A 26-inch doll house with six
he also suegests doll clothes, wa- It resembles a pilot's instrument rooms, decked out in modern furngone skates and housekeeping toys. panel, complete with mock ear- ishings, to sell for under 13
dollars;
McDuffee says the children from phones and an -intercom" mike. a mechanical dancing doll, dressed
like
doll
houses and doll Indicators show when the plane like a ballerina, whose skirts swirl
eight to 12
furniture. More elaborate construe- is banking or climbing.
as she is powered with a spring
tion and chemistry sets, toy cars
Among larger toys are ice cream motor concealed in her fancy dress.
and engines that really work, and wagons for the junior-sized vendor; Cost- around five dollars; an unbooks.
a plastic clown,, life-size, that's eq- derwriters'
approved
electrical
Construction playthings have tak- ually good for boxing, tackling or washing machine big enough
to
en ever completely where once water games; and an electric truck wash dolly's clohtes costing around
War games held full power. This that is guided like an electric train, eight dollars; or a package puppet
group covers everything from the but has 40 feet of wire instead of show, complete with a choice
of
"implest of block pyramid to the track to take it far from the con- marionette, and a 10-inch record
of
mmit elaborate of tool chests.
trol center.
music and story to fit the antics
And the yearning of children to
New this year for the six to 12- of the character; to sell for around
own miniatures of up-to-minute year-old boy is the plastic conver- six dollars.

if there were no Virginias.
Not believe in Santa Claus! You might as
well not believe in fairies! The most real things
in the world are those things that neither children nor man can see. Nobody can conceive or
imagine all the wonders there are unseen and usseeable in the world.
You tear apart the baby's rattle and see what makes
the noise inside, but there is a veil covering the unseen
world which not the strongest man, or even the united
strength of all the strongest men that ever lived could
tear apart. Only faith, fancy, poetry, love, romance can
push aside that curtain and view and picture the supernal
beauty and glory beyond. Is it all real? Ah, Virginia, in
all this world there is nothing else real and abiding.
No Santa Claus! Thank God he lives, and he
lives forever. A thousand years from now, nay
ten times ten thousand years from now, he will
continue to make glad the heart of childhood.

Football Bowl Games Have Sprouted
Like Weeds,But Most Lack Tradition
Football games sprout up like spectators line the streets to watch
weeds in a tomato patch. The one. the parade. Only some 100,000
thing most of the lack in tradition,I squeeze into
Pasedena
Bowl
and that is what makes the Rose, to watch the game itself.
Bowl the number one game on New
Those ticket holders usually see
Year's Day.
plenty of action. Two years ago
Back in 1902, Michigan trounced
Illinois trounced UCLA, but a little
Stanford 49-nothing in what was,
Celan back, Al Hoisch. stole the
known as the Tournament of Roses'
show by running an Mini kick
Association game. But the second
103-yards. An unknown sub, Doyle
game, with Washington State beatNave, threw four _straight passee
ing Brown 14-nothing in 1915, was
to Al Krueger in the fading minthe official start Of the Rose Bowl
utes of the 1939 game to give Southseries in Pasadena.
ern Cal a 7-3 win over Duke. LightColor goes a long way toward ly regarded Columbia pulled its
making a bowl game a success
famous KF-79 play out of the bag
and the Rose Bowl has plenty of to best Stanford 7-nothing in 1934.
that The Tournament of Roses
The list of players who have
Parade is world famous in itself. appeared in the Rose Bowl like
It strings out for eight miles, floats an All-American who's who. Johnloaded with flowers costing up to ny Mack Brown, Eric Tipton Har315.000 each more than a million ry Gilmer. Frankie Albert, "Monk"
Moscrim Don Hutdson to mention a
few.
The west coast, which supplies
one of the teams, now has a five
year pact with the Big-Nine. The
Big Nine has a clause in the pact,
preventing any team from going
more than once in three years. That
rules out Illinois and Michtugan
and gives Northwestern, the conference runnerup this year, a
chance to meet California. Oregon
and Cal finished in a tie for the
Pacific coast title, but the Bears
won the honor via the ballot box.

MoreShopping
Days 'Ti!
Christmas

W. 0. W. MEETS THURSDAY
Camp 592 of the W.0. W will
hold its regular meeting at 7:30
Thursday, December 23 in the W.
0. W. hall.

Temperatures plunged in the
midwest today and high winds are
whistling across the Great Lakes
on the heels of one of the winter's
heaviest snowstorms.
one
The mercury dropped to
above zero at Pembina, North Dakota, before dawn today and it is
expected to fall to 15 below in some
sections of the Dakotas and MinneBut weather forecaster Julius
sota by tommorow morning.
Badner says the tumbling temperatures are not a real cold wave
because the drop will be gradual.
He blames rigid weather on a
storm which swept out of the north
Pacific across Canada and into Minnesota last night.
The weatherman warns that the
storm can give the North Atlantic
states considerable trouble if it
picks up strength while moving
eastward. Early morning reports
say New York and New England
will have a light snow this afternoon. That is hardly welcome news
to New York City officials who
have the job of getting rid of some
15 million tons of the stuff that
fell Sunday. I
The air force reports that stormy
artic weather will delay the rescue
of the 10 or 11 airmen marooned
on the Greenland ice cap for at
least another 24 hours. Four attempts to bring them out have failed
but officials say they will he rescued by Christmas it humanly pos.
sible.

First Taste of
Winter Leaves
37 Dead in U.S.

STOVE FACTORY
EMPLOYEES TO
HAVE PARTY
Employees of the Murray Manufacturing Company and their families will have a Christmas party at
7:00 p.m. tonight at the College
Auditorium. It is anticipated that
about fourteen hundred will attend
the party.
The program will include a prelude by Van Valentine's orchestra
group singing, movies and "The
Kentuckins' and their variety show
Master of ceremonies will be
Barkley Jones.
Santa Claus will arrive with
gifts for the children.

Tulane To Meet
Kentucky In
Game Wednesday
Kentucky's basketball team—led
by Captain Alex Gross—is looking
forward to putting an end to the
talk that Tulane is threatening
Kentucky's long supremacy in the
Southeastern Conference.
The teams will settle that argument in
Louisville Wednesfay
night in the South's top game of
the week, and the so-caried experts
have made Kentucky a top-heavy
favorite to chalk up their 47th
straight conference victory.
Heading the Kentucky team,
which specialises in spoiling unbeaten records—Tulane has won
eight In a row—is the Wildcat's
great center, six-foot, seven-inch
Alex Gross from Martin's Ferry,
Ohio.
Groza is high-scorer for the
Wildcats this season He has tossed
in 106 points, and average of 13
per game. That average wasn't
ranked up at the expense of the
weaker teams—he scored 18 against
Holy Cross and 21 against St Johns.
The Wildcat captain will have a
special reason for turning In an
outstanding performance against
Tulane Gross has won about all of
the honors in basketball except being named on the conference first
team That team is chosen on the
basis of tournament play—but there
are many persons who believe Jim
Nolan, of Georgia Tech, was named
ahead of Gross last year because
Nolan scored 22 points against Kentucky in a regular season game.
Gross was the master in the SEC
tournament finals—so much so that
Nolan offered him the gold basketball given first team selections.

LIVESTOCK
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aloft for nine minutes and 45 seconds,•mark thatatood for 10
years.
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Louisville Fire
Estimated To
Be $55,000

411 YEARS AGO—The little town of Hill Devil Hill, on
the North Carolina seacoast, is
observing the 45th anniversary of the first
airplane flight by the Wright brothers. And
What many people didn't know was that the
famous brothers were pioneer and expert
gliders. This rare photo shows Orville breaking the
then world's gliding record, ata3ring
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•

Senator George E. Overbey today said that he recently received
the following letter from the Commissioner of Rural Highways for
Kentucky; on the 1949 Calloway
County Rural road program:
"Dear Senator:
"We would like to discuss with
you, the Honorable Pink G. Curd.
Mr. Kerby Jennings and Mr. Carl
Kingins and any others whom you
might designate, the rural road
program for your county for the
year 1949. (Underscoring supplied)
"If convenient, tve would appreciate it if you could be in Frankfort on Thursday January 6th, 1949
at 9:00 a. m.: at that time we will
make an effort to work out a satisfactory program.
"We suggest that you contact the
gentlemen mentioned in this letter,
and should you find that the dals
mentioned is not satisfactory to
you, please advise us at your earliest convenience, and we will endeavor to arrange for a meeting at
some other time. Very truly yours,
Signed:
Emerson
Beauchamp, Commissioner of
Rura Highways."
Senator Overbey said he is desirious of all citizen' of Calloway
county who are interested in the
1949 road program to make plans
to meet with this group in the
Commissioner's office on January
6. "Mapping out a rural highway
system for Calloway county is indeed a big job and should only
be decided upon after all citizens
have had an opportunity to present
their views on the matter" he said.
Senator Overbeysaid that all people
in this county interested in the
rural highway program are hereby
designated to meet with the Commissioner on January 6, 1949."
Calloway county will have about
one hunderd ten thousand dollars
to spend on its rural highwaye in
1949. This sum, almost double
previous expenditures in any one
year, is the result of the additional
2c per gaon gasoline tax law passed at the 1948 session of the general Assembly.
iNgt

The country's first real taste of
winter has come and gone—leaving
the Northern sections of the nation
blanketed in snow—and at least 37
persons dead.
New York City alone was buried
under almost 20 inches—the third
heaviest snowfall in the city's history. And along much of the Atlantic seaboard, trains were held up—
airlines ran behind schedule—and
busses, trolleys and cars crawled
LOUISVILLE—Damage is estiand stalled through Icy streets.
mated at $55.000 in a fire which
At least 11 persons were killed
last night destroyed one building
on icy highways in the midwest. Six
and heavily damaged another at
person" died in New York— most
Louisville.
of them from over-exertion caused I
The fire started in a two and
by shoveling snow—most of the
one-half story frame building housether casualities died in road acing Kentucky Auto Parts. Incorcidents brought on by the storm.
porated, and spread to the other
Along one five-mile section of road
building owned by the Schreck and
in Northern Illinois alone. 17 cars
Wetter Monument Company.
were reported In ditches.
Cause of the three alarm fire
Winter storms are churning the
was not learned.
North Atlantic—beating around the
Al Normal, who is secretary11 airmen marooned on an icecap CHICAGO PRODUCE:
treasurer of Ihe Parts Company.
in Greenland.
Butter 507.500 lbs. market unset- says damage to the building end
The Air Force has made several tled 93 score 64 1-2. 92 score 64
1-2; equ prevent will exceed $40,0000.
attempts to get the men off the cap. 90 score 63 3-4; 89 score 83. Carlota William
A. Wetter, secretary-treasAnd now—with bad weather set- 90 score 64 1-2; 89 score 63.
I urer of the monument company,
ting in—the Air Force says there
Eggs (Brown and whites mixed) says damage to the concern was
will be no rescue attempts for at 14, 513 cases, market firm. Extras estimated
at around $15.000
least 48 hours.
70 to 80 per cent A 54 1-2: extras
One fireman, Kennedy Watson.
The marooned fliers have plenty 60 to 70 per cent A 52 to 53; stan- was injured when a
piece of fire
of food, clothing and equipment to dards 47 to 50; current receipts 45 fighting equipment
fell across his
help them bear up under the bitter to 47; dirties 40 to 42; checks 36 1-2 leg. He was treated at the scene
for
weather.
bruises.
Ji to 37.
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The free picture show which the
Varsity Theatre is giving for the
children of Murray and the county
is going to be shown on Thursday
December 23 instead of on Christmas eve as formerly announced.
The free show will begin at 9:00
a.m. The feature will be Santa re
Uprising with Allen Lane as Red'
Ryder. There will also be three
big cartoons. Klondike Casanova
Here is the editorial classic written in 1197 by Francis P ('I:lurch
with Pppeye. Hare Grows on Manof the New York San, in answer to a letter from 3 year old Virginia
hatten With Bugs _Bunny and Uncle
(Manion.
Tom's Cabana.
Frank Lancaster said that all
Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus. He exists as cerchildren should be there and not tainly as love and generosity and devotion exist, and you
to forget the Change in dates
know that they abound and give to your life its highest
The free picture show is an beauty
and joy. Alas! How dreary would be the world
annual feature of the Columbia
if there were no Santa Claus! It would be as dreary as
Amusement Company.
FRANKFORT—Santa Claus came
to Kentucky's Court of Appeals
clerk Charles K. O'Connel today.
Members of his office staff in
the state capitol this morning presented him with a two-suiter suitcase
Why' Well a stenographer in his
office explained there was nothing
else they could give him Since "he
has his two front teeth."
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Willie Cornett of Clay county re-/ John Schroehicke of &that coun- t
ported that improvA iirainag..? andl ty set 100 apple and 100 wach trees
use of limestone, phosphate and , in 1948.
PUBLISHED BY LIISOLB & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY
Consolidation 'of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and
complete fertilizer pro...lime:A 80 bu- I Todd county homemakers have
October 30, 1928, and the West Kentuckian January 17, 1943
shels of corn on land that 10 years, made about BOO aluminum4rays the
cancer tumors in mice.
Th New Cawley Theory
ago made only 15 bushels.
. .
I past few months.
W. PKRCY WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
scientist
has
Three
times
as
many
A Yale UniversIty
mice born
COME IN AND LET US GIVE YOU A COMPLETE
C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER
IA
, advanced a new theory on cancer , of the older mothers contracted
DEMONSTRATION OF THE FAMOUS
a
, cancer from the injections as did
llotibliebed eflernoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th SA. Murray, K$. i control.
B.1:-:ed on two years of expert- offsprings of younger mothers.
Ratere• at lbs Poet Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transudation as 1 ments with mice, the theory of Dr.
This leads to the theory of the
Second Class Matter
i Leonell C. Strong is mat a suO- canoor-rtsisiant substtince transMake Your Headquarters in Orlando, Fla.
ISUBSCTUPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week lac, Par • stance providing a strong resist- nutted to the offspring by the
mothers, but failing as
inClelb. I. So Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3.54j, ay.. ance to cancer can be found in . younger
AT THE
wrier* OM.
the mothers grow older.
_..
....i , the body.
•
44"
Strong says :his substance is Reversing Rloodflow
NATIONAL RIEPEEKENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 903 Sterick ,
Bulking, Mempltis. Tenn.; 250 Park Ave.. New York; 307 N. Michigan , transmitted from mother to off-1 An operation that reverses the
Rea. Co;SO ISaylston St.. Boston.
.spring
.. .. ,and if it can be identified. blciodflow and changes some veins
' might lead to A chemical to be used into arteries may prolong the lives
INN KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
1
Orlando's LARGEST and FINEST MOTEL Aci like a cancer vaccine.
of elderly people with hardened
We raseres the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the &Moe 1 The striking part of Dr Strong s arteries.
comodatious for 76 people. Located inside the city
Dr PtIblic Toles haw which in our opinion are not for the best interest " research with mice is that it aP- ' Dr Claude Beck of Western Relieu will Wre with your
limits only THREE BLOCKS FROM STADIUM.
•,,oars the cancer-resistant substance
id cur retrain.
.
tow range a loud time
serve University in
Cleveland deIs plentiful and potent in young
_.pg W• 11•61•11t you
We have 31 MODERN OVERNIGHT COTL.cribed the operation before the
shop sad compose. See
female mice but dirnishes as they
Tuesday Afternoon, December 21, 194S
Los Angeles Heart Association. He
TAGES for parties of 2, 3 or 4 people.
the Tappan! Mere) a
grow older.
said the coronary sinus vein may
wealth of conveniences
This was indicated when succesCOME Mto snake your kitchen
be connected to the aorta when the
Orlando will be crowded New Year's day, so
sive litters of mice from the same
hours easier—more enjoyable. Famous
IellfherMNI
artery supplying blood to the
ail
write, wire or phone early for reservations.
mothers were injected with a
for its beaucy, your new Tappan
heart muscles begins to harden. This
frieocis.
your
a,
MUM
of
envy
will
be
the
chemical that frequently produces
maintair.s the flood of blood to the
APPOINTMENT
"OWNED
AND
OPERATED
BY
KENTUCKY
BY
EVENINGS
heart muscles.
OPEN
Cotton Still Wag
BOYS WHO WILL TRY TO MAKE YOUR
The Department of Agriculture
VISIT ENJOYABLE"
Phone 1177
says cotton probably will continue
105 North Fourth Street
' as king of the textile world despite
Curtis W. Doran, District Manager
— Reoocnnassebaci by the AAA — —
I the wider use of rayon, nylon and
other synthetics.
,j The department said new machfor planting and harvesting
,•,ttoti are enabling it to compete
in price with rayon and other
fibres.
And in the laboratory. scientists
are learning to tailor cotton to all
sorts of industrial purposes—mak- I
ing it more resistant to water, sun,
heat, cold, rot, mildew and even
flame It also can be covered into
useful cellulose compounds.
Despite all the inroads of synthetic textiles the
department
pointed out that cotton is the Uni—
ted States second cash crop after
To •vzryon• whom we ore
wheat.
We wish you gach—we wish you all—
We wish you each—we wish you all—
Broadcast Wealbereaeps
pri•i!cgid :oval!"fr;end and
Weather rrtaps now are broadthe blessings and happiness of this
the blessings and happiness of this
cast in the New York metropolits:i
Yuletide season. Our best wishes'
Yuletide season. Ow twat wishes
neighbor" go oar hees.ffell soarea by radio facsimile a few minutes after they are released by the
for your happiness now and
for your happineeir now seal
pross•eis of tire Season s ;yavs
government.
all through the New Yeti'.
all through the New YesiThey are broadcast by FM station
WGHF for shipping lines and other
sonfitneri;.
businesses needing fast weather
• k
map service
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TANGERINE BOWL FANS!
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Read The Ledger & Times Classified Ads

AIRLENE GAS COMPANY, Inc.

I

N'*14

•

:717,

ObillAY

11111/11115)

Calhoun Plumbing &
Electric

HId 3rHnqsa.

Not _everybody -MI
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& Times brit _Nearly
everybody reads it.

Sales arid Service

a

...stE11111111111111

Christmas Fireworks
HAYS FOOD
MARKET
16th and Main
LOOK!

31
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It *.• again our pleasure to

It is again our pleasure to

thank you moot sincerely tor your

thank you most sincerely for your

past patroria‘e W. tried to serve you

past patronage. We tried to serve you

welt—we hope So serve you woo bettor an '49.

well—we hope to serve you even bett• - ;n '49.

GREENFIELD SERVICE
STATION
N.

4th and Chestnut, Phone 9118
Complete One Stop Service

•

•

ROBERT'S GROCERY
Phone 874

:

9th and Sycamore

LOOK!

WILL PAY THIS WEEK:
Heavy Hens

33c

Leghorn Hens

26c

Spring Chickens

22c

Cox

15c

Eggs

40c

Highest market price for
Beef Hides
Prices seeks* to (usage
%Abel** Mello.

Boggess Produce Co.
Phone 441
Seeds 12th St.
11•••••••• Mir ISM

To all our many friends!
May you enjoy a truly Merry Christmas,
And a Happy New Year
Filled with joy and plenty!,
•

•

WITH.

There'll be Christmas crowds ,
cri Long Distance, too

BEST WISHES

CHRISTMAS
AND

Long distance telephone lines will be crowded
on Christmas Eve and Christmas Day. We'll te
on the job doing our best to .put calls thr(
We've added a lot of circuits and rearrzngerr
others. Every switchboard will be in
Even so, there may be delays.
.You'll get faster service if you do your
befote Christmas Eve or after Christmas Da:,

THE NEW YEAR

H. E. JENKINS
Ronnie's Cafe

Plumbing and Heating

141111 Grove, Ky.

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
kicerp••••••

•

0
•
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Sports Roundup

948-

There's many rumors tonight of
an end to the cold war f.etween the I
two major pro-football leagues.
Some day the All-American conference will fold and leave the
field to the National football leaFoe. And other stories have the

two leagues combining.
Something may be in the wind.
The AAC opens a three-day meeting tomorrow at Cleveland. National league officials meet next
Monday at Philadelphia.
An official of the Cleveland

Browns--Champions of the AAC, for it."
.0;
• 13ri • :is, Yankees and Dons
says, and, these are his words,
The spokesmen also admits that are trying to prevent a similai
"there will be peace between the the Chicago Rockets were in bad financial disaster in the future.
financial shape this year, so bad, It's said that the three owners will
two leagues, and soon."
demand that the owners of each
The official, who doesn't want to In fact, that three conference teams, club put
up a bond guaranteeing to
the
Browns,
New
York
Yankees
be quoted by name, says this peace
meet ell expenses throughout the
probably won't come until the leag- and Los Angeles Dons, chipped in season.
ues adjourn their meetings. "But a total of $100.000 at mid-season to
Many other rumors are making
it's coming soon," he says, "we all keep the Rockets going.
the rounds in Cleveland as the AAC
It's understood that the owners
know that now and are preparing
prepares for its meeting. One story
has owner Ben Lindheimer of the
Doris buying the Chicago Cards
atalagilattIllatte‘115640nitiglgtgatattgatang Of the
National league and entering
them in the All-America Conference. Another story says the Brooklyn Dodgers and Rockets will be
dropped from the conference and
replaced by two Nationals league
clubs, the Cards and the Boston
Yanks.
Eut the only rumor-that seems.to
have anything behind it is the peace
talk. And if there's something to
that story, it should come out in a
week or so.

*
4

May gifts gyilore
grace your hearth,
may joy rule in all
your hearts!

saw or clipper to rem, ye it. It may
be necessary to arrange to control
bleeding. Sneer 82 should be applied if there are flies when dehorning is done.
If cattle are running on sweet
clover they should be taken off a
few days before dehorning; otherwise they may bleed excessively, or
mien to death.
Rei_d the Classified Ada

in makini-out tax returns, on figFarmer'
s Income Tax
uring depreciation, reporting Weil
Circular Published .nt livestock, sale of timbi.:r,
Farmers may get help in making
out their income tax returns from
a circular called "The Farmer's 1948 Income Tax," published jointly
by the College of Agriculture and
home Economics of the University
of Kentucky and agricultural coll.,
eges of several other states. Directions are given on how to proceed

number of questions and answeres
are included. Copies of this circular
may be had from county agents or
by, writing to the college at Lexington.

Use our Classified Ada — They
get the business.

Suggests Dehorning
Cattle While Young
Most farmers dehorn cattle, unless they. plan to put them in the
show ring, Cattle with horns may
be dangerous, and they sometimes
injuie one anther, causing mastitis and other troubles.
The best and most humane time
to dehorn is when calves Are young
and before the hcrns come through
the skin. sugoests Dr. Ross Brown
of the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, Unwersity of
Kaintucky. He recommends two dehorning products.
One is a paste containing 32 percent of caustic soda with calcium
hydroxide. Another product, reccommended by the United States
tains 28 percent of antimony trichlo
tains 28 per cent of atimony trichloride, 7 percent of salicylic acid and
65 percent of U. S. P. flexible collodion.
After the horn has grown through
the skin it is necessary to use a

ny happy MOnlelit is
The Perfect Gift
an occasion for Belle-Camp
Chocolates. Belle-Camp belongs
in the Christmas picture
...to give...to get...to share
ern •••

•••••• to ..••••••••••••••• .•••••••••• • •••••••••••ost
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CHOCOLATES

Adams Grocery

'eXICIIV:Y
.Ylnet".

•rtr_
V

New

Midway, Ky.

Starr
V

Spinett Piano

11104,1Slatidithlt8,2.AlklaA2.^1RS.P./.1

V
-

To our many friends—old and
new—May the spirit of Christmas linger with you to brighten
every day of the New Yaar.

iNew Starr Sp:n2tt Piano.;

FINLEY'S ICE CREAM SHOP
Hazel Highway at City Limits

Pas longer strings, largerf

•

bound board, heavier ac-2
tion with easier touch.
As low .as

$485.00

•

a
ra
A

a
A

With Bench

May this message of thankful appreciation for your goodwill come to you at
a ticne when you too are enjoying the
pleasant memories of friendships that
have lasted through long loyal years.

Free Delivery

Harry Edwards
A
SOS S. 5th St.
Phone 4431
A
Paducah, Ky.
a
orgicniexsogintirg•rcicicv•gartorgicit

MURRAY PAINT and WALLPAPER
COMPANY

4'

Phone 323

•

•

We extend te you the
warmest wishes for the
merriest Christmas ever
• ... a New Year filled with
gladness and contentment.

Ben Franklin
Store

To our many friends—old and
new—May the spirit of Christmas linger with you to brighten
every day of the New Year.

CORN - AUSTIN

O.

AISIOnom

a

-.••••• •
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•

PAC! FOLIt
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Mrs. Headley Swift
Hostess to WSCS

a

by M.

J

H

Dunn. Others. cious refreshments were served by
M:s. Emma tt.:
,
Tuckei. Mrs. Jessie Tidwell,
Mr? Ophie Culver, Mrs. Bogard
The ladies cf Mt. Carmel church, Dunn
For the second year. George H.
meet in the home (it Mrs. Headley
The Bible Study was given by Dearen is the Taylor county corn
Swift for their Dec. meeting. The, the new leader. Mrs Will Hut.
champion. having produced 149
tip cwas rkIwn brightens in
After the dosing prayer (fell- bushels to the acre.

•

Akt

Recipe Of The Weeki•breaking
it up as it cooks. Pare pa-

A good main dish for dinner on
winter day combnies good counrey sJUSage with sweet potatoes and
apples. The recipe is to be found
in the bulletin, "Money Saving
Dishes." a copy of which may be
had from offices of county or home
agents. or trim the College of Agriculture and Home Economics, Lax.

tubes, wash apples end slice both.
Mix salt, sugar anti flour together,
and add cold•water. Arrange layers
of potatoes, apples and sausage
in a baking dish, pouring s,•me of
the flour and sugar mixture over
each layer. Top the dish with uppies and sausage, and add drIpp;ngs
y vCo%:e
en 3
r7a
5nd
deba
grk
ee
es.
i n uanm
tilodaerpap tles
e-

So
ingusat'l e With Sweet Potato and
Apple
1-2 pound sausage
2 medium-sized sweet potatoes
3 apples
1-2 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon flour
2 tablespoons sugar
1-2 cup cold water
1 tablespoon sausage drippings

sweet potatoes are done—about
45 minutes.
Menu: Sausage with sweet potatoes and
apples, cauliflower,
green salad, rolls, butter and baked
rice custard pudding.
Elmer Boles of Clinton county
cut and baled three tons of red
clover hay per acre from 16 acres.

TUESDAY DECEMBER 21, 1918
WHEEL CRAM ROMANCE
HAS HAPPY ENDING
PORTLAND. Ore. (UP) — Two
wheel chair sweethearts, Millie
Reierson and John S. Storie, will
be married here shortly, climaxing
a romance that grew out of separate accidents just one month apart
nine years ago.
Millie, 28, suffered a back injury
in an automobile accident near
Astoria, Ore., which paralyzed her
from the wait down. John, 27, ...uttered a similar injury in a farm
mishap at Centralia Wish. For a
long time bulh were bedridden.
chairs.
Millie and John met last year
when they were attending the Milton H. Berry Foundation school
here and fell in love.
-

STAI.EY TRANSFER COMPANY
Local and Long Distance Moving
MOVING IN 40 STATES UNDER I.C.C.
rates are not the -s.nie

All

PHONE PADUCAEI 4833 COLLECT
216 Kentucky Av. nue

Crating, Storage and Shipping
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The joy in wishing you a Merry
Christmas can only be equaled in the

pleasur'e of voicing our hope for your happiness and good health during the coming new year,

SYKES BROTHERS MILLING CO.
4

1

A
A
rs

A
A

The Yuletide season with its multitude of joys and

i;
ti
di

manifestations of good cheer, is with us again. Once more
it offers us the opportunity. to set aside the routine of

A
A

every-day business and in real sincerity wish all our fliends
the blessings of A Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Once again it is Christmas .... May it
••••

A

2

bring you peace, good health and happiA

ness throughout the year.

BELK — SETTLE CO.

MURRAY .ELECTRIC SYSTEM

A
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A
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I Then she reported- her husband found.
HIDE AND SEEK
Sr. JOSEPH, Mo. 41.1P)- Thomas Was missing.
Thomas opened the door and said
B. wrrtiair reported to police his - An officer went to the Thomas
whole thing was back on an
the
Wile was missing.
home to report he was sorry but
Officers found her all right.
that no trace of Thomas h.id been even keel. -

Magazine Club
Has Meeting On
Thursday, Dec. 16

iV001101110101Cilf)1
1 0(/11709104

The Magazine Club met Thursday
afternoon in the home of Mrs. Hall
Hood, Farmer Avenue, for their
Christmas party which was a most
delightful occasion.
The house was gay with colorful

MVP.

11:

?Itt2tYt'OfYATO?if WAN

M'A

BAKED SPECIALS c

it

I
t)

„

FOR CHRISTMAS

t furnishings,

Man," which was sincerely appreciated.
The guests were invited into the
dining room around a lovely Christ-

red candles, holly,
mistletoe and a beautiful decorated
tree.
Mrs. L. E. Owen, the president,
presided over the meeting; then
Mrs. Ralph Woods took charge of
the program. She introduced the
guest speaker, Mrs. Joseph Cohron,
who read with deep feeling Van
Dyke's story of "The Other Wise

Ward-Outland has a delicselection of
Cakes, decorated to suit
individual needs.
Cookies
Bread
Pies

kms
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by those present, the president
nee Miss Mary Francis Malrath,
read a poem and closed with a
and Mr. Cox of Columbia, Mo.
••
bliss Frankie Holland left today,
benediction of Tiny Tim's "God
for Detroit, Mich., for a weeks' Mr. apd Mrs. John Corbin will
Bless You Everyone."
visit with her niece, Mrs. Ralph arrive later in the week. from
mas table from which was served
Goodwin and Mr. Goodwin. Mrs. Providence, Ky., to be with her
delicious holiday food. Mesdames SOVIET TO PHOTOGRAPII
Goodwin is the former Miss Mary parents, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley FuOwen, Ben Keys, Fred Gingles, SURFACE OF'SI,'N
R. A. Johnston and E. C. Parker
Holland Jackson, and was reared trell, Poplar street, during the
Yuletide Season.
LONDON UP)__Soviet scientists
assisted the hostess.
in Murray.
••
Back in the living room Santa plan to photograph the surface of
•• •
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Anderson.
Claus, in the person of Mrs. Owen, the sun from the Pulkovo observaMr. and Mrs. Garnett Jones will mother, Mrs. Noah Hill, and Miss
came again to bring joy to hearts tory mountain stations near Kislo- Icave, Thursday, for Lexington,
Loerne Hill of Nashville will leave
that are always young at Christ- vodsk, Radio Moscow reports.
Ky. to spend a few days with their Friday for St. Louis, where they
mas. She had cleverly disguised
The operation will be done with a son. Garnett Hood Junes. law stu- will spend the Christmas holidays
the name of the recipients and heliograph, in connection
with dent at U. K., and Mrs. Jones.
as the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ho•
none of the gifts were presented other experiments in observing
••
bert Hill.
until some one guessed correctly solar activity. Systematic changes
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh McElrath will
••
the names- It was a novel idea in the sun's corona, which only have as Yuletide guests, their son,
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Barber of
and a game everyone enjoyed.
can be observed during an eclipse, Hugh Thomas Malrath and wife, Madisonville, Ky. will be week-end
After thank you words were ex- will be studied with the aid of a of Louisville, Ky. Other guests will
guests of his parents, Mx. and Mn.
pressed and good wishes extended coronograph, the broadcast said.
be their daughter, Mrs. Leroy Cox, Fred Barber.
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WARD & OUTLAND BAKERY
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To

everyone whom we are

privilegrd local!"friend and
neighbor" go our heartfelt expressions of the Season's joyous
sentiments.

00'

Knight's Body Shop
Now Located at Hazel

•

E. B. Knight, Owner
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Long-lasting friendships and the ever',

present desire to serve bring about an understatidiag of gt
,better way of life and a deeper appreciation-of thevtinii-Calitifift

•

,wish— A Merry Christmas and A HaRpwlgasci.Yet:
•

•

To our many friends—old and
ew—May the

spirit of Christ-1

• mat linger with you to brighten

•
•

"every day of the New Year: -4,1

Murray Manufacturing

•I

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.

0
.

Vester Orr, Owner
—
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•
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
11111.0101
:71f-Illountrons in
Europe
6 -17aseoin singers
first name
- To reach across
17 -Estuary
13 - Weight at India
14 -Leading actor
13 -School on
Thtmes Rises
IS Oats
1$-To n.ace again
20-Small rug
21-To change c010r
of
22- Proposition
23.-H:gh card
27-Homo sap:en
26-Acts belogfed

6
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7
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7
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yours!
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56
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sa

JOa
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5e

4t.

747

c

577

PV2114

TUE

12-Perts:Mng 10•
group
34- P*<11
35-To nab
36- Des VI.rod
37 -To place
33 -.A direction
41 Reuel
44-Armed cs,netct
45- Heroic tales
4-I--Mone poodtry
51-Wan
52 -To trritate
53 -Fellow :Handl
54-Ptnten d .cit
55- Heraldry flofted
56---Peer OytH's
mother
57-Looked at
carefully

5

Merriment, laughter, the shrill sound
of children's voices, Christmas carols
•—we could name a hum' joys of the
Yuletide Season — May iley All be

rum 10111

21, 191$1

--,

-

DOWh
1-Imitator
-Tardy
2
3-Antimpatlon
41-Afore rational
5-Viper
11-Reagious
discourse
1 -Sefton"
II-Pronoun
9-To te undeelSed
10- Affected airs
11 - Part of face
17 Stuttert
19 -Indian sat club
23 -Crony :co:Mg
24 - Ch,neut card
game
75 Part of circle
76 CM+ Aeronmalca
Authority :lint
29 -Having more
than ore mate
30 -Orcei otter
31-Diffinent
23-Fressen water
34 -Sninte :abbe
36 - Father of
bteneaua
39 so:wilful antelope
40 -To !till Och,,d
41 -Lend
42 Part of eg
43-To stop
46-- On the sheitered
•tde
47-To aow
SO Grain

Ly"
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VETERANS

PLASTIC "NOSE" FUFILLS
IRON LUNG FUNCTIONS
Approved Free Training unET. LOUIS (UP)— Scientists have
der the G.I. Bill of Rights.
Complete Information on Request developed a. new plastic "nose" that
fulfills many of the life-saving
Toler's Business College
functions of an iron lung.
Paris. Tennessee
Exhibited at the American medical Association convention here,
4111P.41111P
411111..4111111.:4111..411111..41111
:
the device fits over the nose and
mouth and can be attached to a*
tank of pure oxygen or any other
mixture.
The -nose" is named pneophore.
which means artificial respiration.
Developed first for minors, it is
nr.w used in infantile paralysis.
drowning, asthma, and other cases
impairing the repiratory system.
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It is the"wealth"Of good will,and Ow
"strength"ofgood fellowship that make for a
Merrier Chrilstmas and a Happier New Year..

1

WOODS FLORIST

Eleven of 25 corn plots in WhitIcy county averaged more than 100
bushels1to the acre.
1 0

I

Fi•iiing favorite! The Christmas
gift that packs untold hours of •
vacatiun fun! Top quality. Atl. vanced features. Latest models!
i As low 3•
•

I1

S131.00
NOEL MELUGIN

E. S. DIUGUID & COMPANY

201 South 7th St.
Phone 404
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$ JOHNSON Sea Horse
OUTBOARD MOTORS A
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None of us is so young that we cannot understand the,
beautiful meaning of Christmas and norte of us so old
•.•
ftor OW •
•
and worldly that we cannot be reminded of the first
A
:A
t

•

•

message of Cliristmu, -Peace on Earth Good Will
Toward Men". For we all come to realize that
1/P

IP

wpm

the good things in life emmanate from the
desire to serve our fellow man. It is in this
..
an.•
•
5
(
,spirit that we wish everyone a Merry
'fte•III.

••• •••1•••

•

•

Christmas_ and a Happy New Year.
May your Yuletide be gay;
Your family near,
May your tahle be laden with food.

•••

111114.
.
1

May all our good Wishes extended today',
For happiness, health and good cheer
Bring you and your friends and those you
hold dear --a Happy and Prosperous New Year!

I
7773/

MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY
Depot Street

Phone 262

-•-•+077-1--711
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GEORGIA
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For Sale
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"After all. womankind nas been
ay study since early
YN seemd
e to understand o:ttopnundrsan
rY eI them
L4
.. Ann's need for Silence by now. don't you think?while she regained her corn- "It seems possible she agreed
still trying hard to sound las' and
posure and so he drove the —
light of mind and neart. A actin
short distance home In al- that quivered with Pain at he
lenCe But when he stopped sound of Tracy's voice savine
the car beneath the old-lash- most harshly "If I ever do narry
it will have to be Lissa o Have
toned porte-COChere. he Said to be? She didn't want to think
With a tinality that left no about the implications of that—
"Thanks pal." said Lyn lightly.
TOOrn for argument. "I'M coinand grew serious "Look. sweet I
ing in. Ann."
knew I promised I wouldn't—bad"It's — pretty late," she stamter you If you'd consent to a makemered because she didn't want to believe engagement. But-1 can't
talk to him ana more There were stand the thought Of you working
things in her heart that she had to for that guy Driscoll—his ordering
think about. even though she did
You around—bawling you out—I
not want to
Lim can't take the thought Of it. angel."
•
'Don't be coy," ordered
But I've got to work." the
"
stoutly "It's only a little past mid- Pointed
out evenly
night "
"No you don't. Ann." he proHe slipped a hand beneath her tested almost sharply. "You can
elbow and walked her up the steps marry me tomorrow. If you will.
and into the nouse The living- I'd like It a whole hell of a lot., I
room was empty of numan pres- might add! And we could manage
ence but It still held signs of Sar- the grocery bill without your hay.
ah!, and or Moseby's ectivities Mut to take orders from Driscoll!
The chess table wa.s still In place It's only the grocery bill you're
a half-completed probtein set out working for — you admitted as
on it. There was a alver !ray of much
And you couldn't even
sandwiches and a thermos of deli- manage the grocery bill if It were
ciously hot coffee awrang on a side not for Andrew's garden and the
table for Lyn and Ann.
cow and the chickens — see now
Because their waiting tray and well I know you, darling? Your life
thermos Jug was a part et their and affairs are an open book to
accustomed routine. Lyn went rnel"
straight to it. poured two cups of
("Oh, are they?" Ann wondered
coffee, put a couple of sandwiches cynically. "What would you say If
on plates and came back to where I told you that Tracy Driscoll-Ann sat in a corner of the old was scared silly at the thought
brocade-covered Chesterfield.
that I suspected him of wanting to
lie gave her a plate, and a cup: marry me? That I practically ofhe sat down beside her sampled fered to marry him—and that he
the coffee and then said grimly said 'no thanks' so hastily that it
"All right, let's have it. Ann. What wasn't even funny!")
were you and Driscoll bickering
Her silence seemed to encourage
about?"
Lyn and he went on his tone
Ann tried to say gaily. "Oh. for warm, eager
persuasive. "We
Heaven's sake. don't make me talk could go on living here with Saeah
shop, Lyn! I loathe It."
—I know you wouldn't want to go
The coffee was too hot and the env and leave her alone The
mellowed it too fast and tears of only thing Is—It's a make-believe
Pain were in ner eyes
engagement. angel-face — but it
Lyn said quietly "Then he was couldn't be a make-believe marjawing you because he didn't turn riage. on account of rim in love
up a nice little scandal for rim with you But —
take awfully
muck -raking shiet In which Pune good care of you and—if it's any
prom!I
would
figure
and
Barton
added tnducement, you wouldn't
nently! I suspected as much"
have to be under Drisooll's heavy
Ann said quietly "Lyn I've told thumb any more!"
you belore: Tracy Driscoll wants
my job for Lissa Marven—'
NN drew a deep breath. She
"And he'll stop at nothing to acwas so hurt and humiliated,
complish that?" Lyn flnished the she felt so shamed by that little
remark for her 1 thought that revealing scene with Tracy Drillwas about it. Your failure to turn coll, that the thought of Lyn's love
him up a story will be used as a and devotion was very soothing.
4, wedge to fire you—la that it?"
To be able to go so him In the
She hesitated a moment and morning and say coolly "You can
then she said uneasily. "We-ell bring Miss Marven upstairs any
rm. I don't think so. He didn't say time you like Mr. Driscoll. and she
anything about firing me to- can have my Job for rm getting
night-married—right awayi` To throw
"Then why were you crying?" In his teeth the assurance that she
a
"Because I was angry I elways had merely been amusing herself
cry when I lose my temper."
last night when she Pretended to
"Yes, I remember—as a tici it think he was proposing to her
used always to get you your way. would be unspeakably soothing to
regardless of anything anybody her wounded self-esteem.
else wanted!"
Lyn said dryly "ft's polite to
"Ouch! You make me sound like speak when you're spoken to.
a nasty little brat!"
Treasure — don't you remember
'You were note You were cute how Sarah drummed that into us
and pretty and sweet—and you've when we were kids?"
grown up the same way
Lyn
"Im s-s-sorry 1 was thinking."
abandoned the attempted light- stammered Ann spolgettcally.
ness and went on "So he was giv- flushing with shame at the
ing you a hauling over the coals thought of Lyn reading her secret
necause you as-cured him there was thoughts
no story — look nere Ann do coy
Lyn grimaced a little
want that lob very barite,'"
'Oh well." he said hardily "I
"Not badly enniteh to—write the always say It's nice when a girt
Barton story." ,he told him in- takes her time and thinks a long
•tantle
time before she says 'vim to a felIow Proves she has discriminatithe
HE GAVE her a flashing, relieved or something Only—the suspense
con and went on "Thanks! is pretty terrible angel Cottle You
But—efter all sweet. You can't go sort of nroo those thoughts a nit
working tot that guy! tie's— until one of them comes out with
veil he's a rank outsider—If You a nice. firm yes thank you Lyn'?"
man( nie to ea vulgar about it he's
And Ann drew a deer breath
a damned roughneck! He couldn't and tilted her pretty chin and said
even oevin to understand you—"
quietly. "Yes. thank mu. Lyn."
"And you do?" suggested Ann
with a little dim twinkle that was
(To be continued)
Ote nest she could manage under (The characters in this serial are
•
the circumstances
ectitioav
rCupsrIgnt kr,e1,8 Reale lot 1544.
"1 think so' Lyn grinned

A

•
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Broail street.

clothe aliset
and stuffiag it clevi-n
paper," he insistea:
When •he_ was put in a cell
TACOMA, Wash. (UP)— There he said his haine was Stephen Fesjail.
was singing in the city
ter. It turned out it v, as, but he was
Police arrested a man on a drunk- no relation to the composer.
eness charge after he had been
Read the Claseified Ads.
found tearing up Canadian money
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CHAPTER NINETEEN

Ginath S. Owen and wife of
Louisville, well be in Mmray for
3c per word, minimum charges the Christmas holidays, with hie
50c for 17 words. Terms cash in parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ginath Owen,

STEPHEN METER OBLIGES
WITH SONG IN JAIL

FOR SALE—flirrs bicycle, used
LOST—Monday morning around
very little; girl's twin raincoats,
square, coin purse. Reward. Call
gray satin finish. Sizes 10 and 14;
255. Contains jewelry of sentiskirts, dresses, • size 9-10.— Mrs.
mental value.
tic
George Hart, 304 North Fourth
D23c LOST—Bunch of keys on chain
street.
Monday afternoon. Also had red
FOR SALE Wolnut mantel—Colnovelty on chain. 1208 West Main.
onial design. i-uperior quality —
Phone 325.
D23p
Mrs. George Hart, 304 North 4th
D23c
street.

•

FOR HOME BAKING ...
We recommend

WHITE HOUSE GROCERY 1
,

JERSEY CREAM

TO OUR FRIENDS:

A
1C

mt

KENTUCKY PRIDE

We looked around for a Christmas card that we could send
to you, but we couldn't find a single one that somehow seemed •
ACROSONIC PIANOS — Today's
. to do.
finest spinet, Baldwin-Designed,
e
Baldwin-built, Baldwin-guaranteed ROWLAND Refrigeration Sales and ,i
?
They didn't say what we wanted to say. We thought we
Broadway
Feezie Piano Sales 822
Service. Supplies. Phone 993-J.'
. could do it better. So this is the reason you're getting today .
D21c Hazel Highway, one blocs south
Paducah, Ky.
•
ul
this simple Christmas letter.
6
of Sycamore Street.
,
FOR SALE — Beautiful Cocker
Yes,
this
is
Christmas
perfect
time
puppies.
The
.
.
.
and
we
want to take this
Spaniel
i ?
Christmas gift. All colors, all
l.
opportunity of extending to you the Season's Best Wishes . . •
•
ages, $10 and up—Manley KenA
Merry,
Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year. And we
nels, McKenzie, Tenn. Telephone
,•
would feel that something had been left undone were we to 5,7k
D24c
4109.
ork Vor 25 Years
. overlook this opportunity of thanking you for the business ?Su,
FOR SALE—Fireworks—Firecrackcounties i
e
Y ,.
have sent as in the past. Your patronage has been very much o-.6
candles,
skyera, sparklers, Roman
this fall observed their 25tha anni-'
. pa preclated ... and we hop, to serve yen often in the future.
ill.
rockets—White House Grocery, vrsary
e
of home demonstration ; ?
' D22c work, it was a milestone in a state- !.
1808 West Main.
So we may "Merry Christmas" to you and to yours . . . ase
wide program to provide better livand our rincerest wish will not come true unless 1949 brings tog
KIRBY VACUUM CLEANERS—
in rural communities, stated'
Nation's finest, with power polishhappiness to yen.
Miss Myrtle
Weldon, state leader
en. Delivery with order. Call A.
611
.
Sincerely,
of home demonstration work, ColM. Bell, 1291.J, Paris, Tenn., col- lege of Agricuature and Home
D22c
lect.
Economi,:s. University of Kentucky.
160$ WEST MAIN STREET ;R
The counties were Ballard, Boyd,
34f
FOR SALE—Nice five lothij
Christian,
Fayette,
GravCampbell,
city
limits
on
mile
from
one fourth
#
16)0111JOIN
WI%
OM JAIN
paved highway. School bus route es, Harlan, Henderson, Jefferson
to High school and Training and Oldham. Fifty-four homemakSchool. Lot 80 x 300 feet. Priced ers clubs in those counties had an
to sell quick for $2.500. If inter- original membership of 1,035. Now
ested call Baucum Real Estate thtre are 203 ..Aubs with an enrollD23c ment of 4,389 members.
Agency. Phone 122.

Services Offered

11 Counties Have
Home Improvement
W

•

I

FANCY BISCUIT FLOUR
Milled from the best grade home grown
wheat for home folks

tig

Ask Your Grocer -

Mayfield Milling Ccl.
Incorporated

Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Farris

MAYFIELD, KY.

WNW

Although improved skills in all
phases of homemaking have resulted tram a quarter of a century of
home demonstration work, the outFOR RENT—Two room unfurnishstanding achievement is the develed apartment. Hot and cold Waopment of leadership among farm
ter all time. Private entrance. Inand rural women, according to the
quire at Ledger & Times office I
women themselves. In 1924, theta.
If
If interested.
were 132 leaders in the 11 emantie.
. :ONO —ti-room house 3 miles mentioned above. Now there are
Ft
on Cada road. See Mrs. J. E. 2.169. Through learning to relay
Large homemaking informatien to other
Hodges or call 978-W-3.
garden, house wired for electric members of their clubs, they have
D22p learned to anurae leadership in .
stove.
other activities.
apartment.
RENT-3-room
FOR
More than 103:780 farm and rural
Private bath. 509 N. 5th St. Hot families in Kentucky were reachel
D24c last year by 100 white and Negro
water. Tel. 875-W.
,
home ar :este and their assistants,
decided
to
RENT—We
have
FOR
Miss Weldon' said.
home
g
a
e
t
our
three
south
s_t
idw oor
f
the4th
s aide
I rentilt
W9
Sixty-three head of calves ownrooms with private bath with circulating hot water. Private en- ed by the 4-11 and Utopia club
Hart county brought
trance. Rules: Most all drinking members in
$22,000.
of alcoholic beverages must be almost
D23c
0. Turner.
left to

F—For Rent

II

WANTED—Pin boys 18 and over.
Inquire at Murray Bowling Cenoi
Dale!
ter.
WANTED—Want to buy
farm consisting of 100 to
located on all weather
Box 52,
power line.
Ky.

improved
200 acres,
road and
Paducah,
D22c

I

L

111
_
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SHROAT BROTHERS will
have choice cuts of meat to
suit and satisfy any appetite.

ANSON,'

PLACE YOUR I
ORDER NOW!

s
's

••••

SHROAT BROTHERS MEAT MARKET
Pitons 214

109 North Fifth Street

sfE/ETEFz-fErelE/E/MaY.Fil
By Ernie nus'sm.ile.r

Starfish

NANCY

Wanted

WHAT COULD BE MORE DELICIOUS
. . . FOR CHRISTMAS DINNER
than JUICY BAKED HAM or
TENDER CHICKEN?

WHAT
AIN'T
SO?

IT
AIN'T
SO,
LADY

-r--r-11

DOUBLE
FEATURE
TODAY

ULAR
PRICES

J)
C

I—
ReENIX CARPENTER SHOP —
finishing and cabinet building, at
Telephone
prices.
reasonable
D22p
1151-R.

YOUR
PRICES
AIN'T

T 1 \I

PoPOLAFt
FienoEe aireaseaeresekaeo.

VARSITY THEATRE
'A Foreign Affair."
til Hr. MI Mini
Feature Starts: 1:15-3:50-81.5.9:00.

ABBIE an' SLATS
C.-ARLIE VVOULDN'T EVEN 116;GV-AtiCE AT ME-ON LAND. MEWHC MILLIONS PIN 10 ADORE
ON THE SCREEN:

By Raelaurn a an (lorry

Hot Idea
I FOUND OUT
THAT NOTHING. hiEgAv.ic.), WAS A
YOU MEANS. GCOD
INTERESTED
TRY,
THAT (31S, DULL
MISS.
DOPE-BUT FISH)
SO! BECAME
ONE.

AND THAT'S THE ONLY GIRL CHARLIE
LIUT CHARLIE'S
CrOT A GIRL. MY CARES ABOUT-ON LAND OR
SEA.' PLE-NTY HAVE TRIEDDAUGHTERBUT NOBODY'S SUCCEEDED.
SUE.
CHARLIE'S A ONEGIRL MAN!

I DON'T
111111.137417:
lie

6

OL/DAY
•

•

!ii[[114/115
IAN'SO AI-4 NOW
1'PRONOUNCES `.(0'
SHMOO AN' V..11E.07

privileged to coil "friend and
neighbor" go our heartfelt ex-

By Al 'App

They're Ofi !!

LPL ABNER

To everyone whom we ore

.111,

Cu •••••, U•fir (too,. •
1••••, 0 S
0.—A• • • .1,

ER-AN MEANS -'O'
AN MEANS

ALL

pressions of the Season's joyous

,
Or Y07.

sent,r7c.,'L.

5°Br-AH 1ET:7
HIM`HERE -IN
'BOTTOMLESS
PIT =BUT HE'S
GONE NOW-AS
ANY rooL
PLAINLY
SEE.'?'•

AN
SEEP.'

•

GONNA BE IliGHTY-(SF8/Y
RIDIKAWSS_, HA/INVI FOONERAL
ViirOUT NO CORPSE-aut.
MAH CHILE'S PORE,SLIMY
CARCASS MUST ALREADY.BF.:
AT TN' BOTTOM O'BOTTOMLESS
PIT"- — (0400,,K.') WE GOTTA
GIVE HIM A DECENT

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.
•
4S.

•

•
•••

corm

"Align

rfrts

NisSiwf *

•••••••••.•.-41.0-
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EIGHT

Y

Va.

three days. If not, everybody suf-. one to bionic. Religion has still Money and tame are largely wasted
:orange. unchangeable.
much to say There is no theater, on beer and betting instead of on
According to the second item!fers beyond reason.
Ausnaka should be an ultra-mod- I So much for security. peace and no sport, no beer on Sundays.
home-building and comfort. To me,
To sum up, a person coming a short-time visitor. the Australian
crn state based on a solid ground democracy.
from a country which is just in- laborer, and above all his women
of prosperity and peace, of every
Maple Carefree
SAN FRANCIS° 41:Pk-It has al- .inder-population.
man's security gnd democracy 'etAs for thil happy-go-lucky atti- augurating most of the civil meas- folk. appeared more happy.go-untude. the AustraLan is friendly. ures which in Australia already lucky than happy-go-lucky.
ways surprised me that the world f .3. That Australians according to tied long ago.
I spent 35 days over there anj! openlninded and hospitable. No are passed milestones. has a feeling
knows so little about Australia. their own Interature love to look at
Due to the high cost of seed and
Trying to find out for myself be- themselves as a happ)-go-lucky durir.g all of them' the population rains, no cold weather, no floods. no that all those excellent things-old
nsions. free medicine, high • difficulty in locating it. McCreary
kind of people who don't concern was threatened in its most impor- slums, no dust storms. no strikes age pensions,
fore going there I discovered:
time-has
spare
of
plenty
polities.
wages
I
too
with
much
themselves
county farmers seeded fewer acres
tant needs by ration-wide striker. can disturb him.
• 41. That some astronomers cher- i
He does not do much to prevent I conic to the Australian before he to .cover crops than for two years.
Nature Rampart
Even a stranger soon observes
ished the idea that the Australian
them.
handle
coal min- those evils either. Maybe that at- could
continent is the remnants of that
The theory about Australia be- that the Communist-ruled
The unionist more often than not
hang- Wilde is a carry-over from the
part of the globe which once mi- ing part of the moon I found al- ers have the fate of Australia
CLARNIFIEDA
still lives in an adominable slum.
only
the
is
God
that
of
belief
Puritan
years
After
picks.
their
on
ing
grated to space and became the most acceptable. Nowhere else do
and little work,
moon.
you find nature so oldish. so hostile clever managing
there is never more than three days
.2. That Australia has enormous : to mankind, so vast out of all prosupply of coal to be had for a ny!
the
inimals.
the
trees,
The
portions
advanced
natural resources, very
kind of power All disagreements
seasons.
the
aborigines,
rivers,
the
labor legislation, high wages, full
between miners and their employees
a deplorable all in wrong time--everthing is
mploYment and
have to be settled within those

Happy-Go-Lucky Australian Strikes
Visitor as Land of Contradictions

...ammo rug

TODAY

VARSITY

and Wednesday

'This Fii:fure
Is A Noney
for Antibody:5
Money!

,w1°
•ft..

Paromoent Presents

L.!

NOW!
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New York dressed. Head.
feet and insides (approx. 3
lb. waste) are weighed and

n
OC

included in the price.

er

•

had ... a better value. (An 11-lb.
Kroger Oven-Ready Turkey is
equivalent to a 14-lb. New York
Dressed Turkey.)

E

and

Carver Institute, Paris. Tenn.,
is approved for your training.
You still receive up to $120 a
month v. hue sou are in school.
as 31;
Courses run as long
months. If you have its much
35 an eighth grade education
it will pay you to come to Paris,

rkey

MORE MEAT per pound

/ Kroger 0.eo-Ready Turkeys are
;completely cleaned, fully dressed,
;ready to roast. Giblets are cleaned,
placed in carcass. Enjoy the tenderest,
w juiciest, easiest-to-fix turkey you ever

There's going to be some lippoint bembing ... a wink of the
eye from row!

Negro Veterans

Ti

!Pies You

44N

744,acierespoopm,,,,

Oaw4 a4

Kroger

COLLEGE RADIO SCHEDULE
Radio programs to be heard daily
at 12:45 p. m., central time, over
station WHAS from the College of
Agriculture and Home Economics,
University of Keritucky, are as follows: Dec. 27, Bruce Poundstone.
"Feed and Fertilizer Control:" 28.
Ray C. Hopper. "Beef Cattle Problems for 1949;" Dec. 29 Robert H.,
Ford, "Farm Newscast." Dec. 30.
L. J. Horlacher, "The Program of
the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics," and Dec. 31
-Questions from Farm People."

Th
man;
Chri!
• frien
durit
corni
read:
Me
and
State
Chris
}hese
borne

•

•11111

KrOget Pven-Ready. 100%
deemed loelore you buy. A
better turkey, a better value.

•
••

I

•
Farm fresh dressed, cut-up, pan ready

"v

FRYERS

ARMOUR'S STAR or SWIFT'S PREMIUM

lb.

69c
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SMOKED
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for
Marlene acts like dynamite ist
n1'.or.s when she's John's "Tango
For Tonight!"

rri

4 Li
'

the

lies the handsome hunk
of ezr-p-nstese two honeys
\
beet foul
•
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rTfipl'

Ten seconds latzt . . Jean anc
Modena tangle in the cat fight co
the century!
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FRUIT CAKE ...21 lbS I.13

•

CAKE OF THE WEEK

COCOANUT
MARSHMALLOW

BARBER SHOP
31116 E %I sin St
Phone :.a3 ,

Gold Layer

•

A

In Cellc Bag -

A•
A

f.w PEANUTS

I In 29C
icosomoctrwcirscc
itwor..:-Jccirolc
g

CANDIES
In Cella Bag-Manhattan
lit
ib '

29c

CHOC. DROPS .. 14 33c
In Cello Bag

w SANTA CREAMS 1:-!!: 29c
*'•
Towne Tavern
1 CHOCOLATES.. 2i1h,.'1.19

A

o.

No.2
Can

4,0

39c
8iga 35c
2
CRANBERRIES
ROME BEAUTY APPLES3 25c

East Main Street

LBS.

teMu
-:ircarivityrIcanc-rvora-cwwww
•.
;

•"

t

MACARINI
1 -lb.
cello pig

i7

BOLIN Dr.

4, -
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Qt. 57
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MIRACLE WHIP
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LINCO
BLEACH

It

Cleaner Fads
23c

47c '-Ho Crackers
c
29 '01 I:. 31c

I

Var

ARMOUR'S TREET
12 or 49c

Household Institute

CHOPPED
WQHAM
r,
:I ;;: 570

both
M,
say the carol-singers, meaning in
more modern English,"God keep
you happy." So let us combine
the new and the old by wishing
you happiness throughout this
Merry Christmas Season

areetesitartfrarslestreartnetingatine.

SUNSHINE

KROGER

•

1-LB.
BAGS

BE SKIL . . . $3.29
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A GOOD ALL PURPOSE APPLfl
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20-LB.

COOKIE BAKE

Phone 33

Tall
Casts

GES ..
FLORIDA ORAN
BAG .. 95e

OCCIDENT
35c
FARMERS TRACTOR and IMPLEMENT CO.

MILK

'
Pc 37

0

FIRM RED TART ITERRIES—IN CELLO BAGS

I

Mrs.
Mr
will
las p

A REAL XMAS TREAT FULL OF SWEET JUICE

.a

To cur many good friends and
pat-ons, we extend our warmest
greetings. May this Christmas be the
bes1 you have': ever had—a forerunner
of many happy days to come, of wonderful
friepdships and achievements well done . . .
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AVONDALE SWEET

CHERRIES
cr - s Acssorted
CHOCOLATES

1

KROGER SALAD

E
SPOTLIGHT corrE
$1.15
3-Lb. Bag

ali7c
"
Ca

No.2

No.2

Cam

Economical

WAD
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4
4

CORN

No.21 2

Sweeter

6 Bars 25c

K.,-.,ger Chocolate Covered.

,01

cs.16c
3 29c

KROGER—HOT-DATED

I' Cello Bag

STANDARD CREAM STY LE

TOMATOES
,
2 25

egjar

BoxBass
of qpipc
CANDY BARS .... 24
h
4
A

33c

STANDARD
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.! KROGER
:1 PUMPKIN..
1, :. 43c

BRAZILS

1

i

CRANBERRY SAUCE

i ,b 4Ic
,-itab sgc
:

ss
1# In Si-c
1.

i

63 1 1

OCEAN SPRAY—WHOLE or STRAINED

PECANS
In Celia. Bag
MIXED NUTS ... L: 39c

i

g
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NUTS IN SHELL

43c

•
•4\

49 CIGARETTES

i
r.• WALNUTS

lb.

Seasoned just r,eht-Bulk home made

PORK SAUSAGE.

w

A

69c

SLICED BACON.. lb 59c

!.1

GIVE A CARTON

2°21c
_BRgEAD
r. .,, ,,,..,..c...,.........irwriv

ZWIR

73c

LII.

C 2

c-
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ROASTING CHICKEN
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4 POPULAR BRANDS

2{-11,91.89

.
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Tops in quality-Armour White Lt
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41 FRUIT CAKE

rev gib '141-m-mr•whan sultry
Marlene goes torchy\singing

FARM FRESH DRESSED

•

10 Vac Pac -K Re.

79C

Rib or Loin End

PORK ROAST
Ready for the oven

u.

LB

LB.

pint

Standard, solid pack

OYSTERS

ORDER YOUR CHRISTMAS POULTRY NOW!
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